Azerion Holding B.V. – Approval of written procedure and amendments to the terms and conditions of the bonds

Azerion Holding B.V. (the "Company") today announces the successful completion of the written procedure that was initiated 16 October 2020 in relation to the Company's outstanding up to EUR 100,000,000 senior secured bond loan with ISIN SE0013774957 2020/2023 (the "Bonds"), regarding certain waivers and amendments to the terms and conditions of the Bonds (the "Proposal").

A sufficient number of bondholders participated in the written procedure in order to form a quorum, and a requisite majority of the bondholders voted in favour to approve the Proposal.

The amendments shall be effective as per 12 November 2020.

For further information, please contact:

Joost Merks, Chief Investment Officer
Telephone: + 31 (0)20 760 20 40
Email: j.merks@azerion.com

This information is information that Azerion Holding B.V. is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set out above, at 10:30 CET on 12 November 2020.